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The Design of the Self-Study System for 
Cost Accounting Using Web Browser 
* Masaaki Aoki 
1 Introduction 
Internet is rapidly becoming widespread now. University or college usually has LAN 
(Local Area Network) on the campus, which is connected to Internet. Students can access 
Internet easily from the terminals in their university or college. A student, who has a 
personal computer at home, can also enjoy net surfing via modems or ISDN terminal 
adapters. Now, Internet is a part of students' daily life. 
At the present time, WWW (World Wide Web) is the most familiar means for students to 
collect necessary information and Web browser, such as Netscape Communicator and 
Internet Explorer,1) is the most popular application software that students use frequently. 
We will be able to give students an opportunity to study if we take advantage of Web 
browser in our educational programs. Additionally, we may expect a great impact on 
students' learning. In light of these, I propose the self-study system for cost accounting 
using Web browser(Hereafter, this system is abbreviated as "SSCA. "). 
We all admit that it is effective to have students solve many exercises in the lecture of 
cost accounting. If we want to provide students with some exercises timely and relevant to 
the lecture, we have to create exercises by ourselves and distribute these exercises as 
assignments to students. Furthermore, we collect the assignments from students, mark these 
assignments, and return these assignments to students. It is evident that we have to spend 
much effort and time on laborious work since the assignments will not be effective without 
such laborious work. But SSCA will allow us a way to save effort and time which is 
necessary to the lecture. 
SSCA has some advantages from the standpoint of students. First, students are able to 
study cost accounting at any time and at any place. What is needed is a computer connected 
to Internet. For example, students can access the server from their home at midnight and 
solve some exercises. Second, as the students can ensure whether their answers are right or 
wrong immediately, they can try the exercises again and again until they get the correct 
answers. This may prompt students to have a strong desire to learn cost accounting and 
1) Netscape Communicator and Internet Explorer are the trademark of Netscape Corporation and 
Microsoft Corporation, respectively. They are the most popular Web browsers. 
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they may understand the calculation algorithm of cost accounting well by repetitive 
training. Third, students access SSCA via Web browser, which is the most familiar 
software to students. As they know how to use this application and understand home pages 
well, it means that they can be users of SSCA without special training concerning the 
system. 
The composition of this article is described. In section 2, I depict the fundamental policy 
of the system design and explain the implications of the design policy. I illustrate the 
hardware and software required to run SSCA. In section 3, I exemplify the structure of the 
data-base concretely using the example process-costing. In section 4, I explain how to 
operate the self-study system referring to the screen of the home pages. In the last section, I 
summarize the advantages of SSCA and describe the problems to be solved in the future. 
2 The Fundamental Policy of the System Design and the Composition 
of the System 
2.1 The Fundamental Policy of the System Design 
I have designed and developed the self-study system based on the next fundamental policy. 
• The system should be developed easily and maintained without much effort. 
• The system should not require special and expensive hardware. 
• The structure of the data-base in the system should be flexible. 
• The routine of inputting data into the system should be easy. 
I will explain the first policy. Until recently, we were required to have the expert 
knowledge about the data-base and CGI2) in order to handle the data-base on the Web. As 
we are accounting researchers, we don't have enough knowledge about the programming of 
CGI in general. Thus, even if we had a good idea, it is almost impossible for us to 
materialize the idea and we have to request a software house to develop a system. This 
entails great expense.3) We have to spend much effort and time to maintain the system and 
the server. Furthermore, it is necessary to pay an exorbitant amount of money to patch and 
improve the system. 
2) CGI(Common Gateway Interface) is the specification of exchanging information between the WWW 
server and the backend programs. CGI is necessary to build the dialogue type home page. Generally 
speaking, CGI is coded by C or Perl in UNIX server and is coded by Visual Basic in Windows NT. 
Therefore, we should be acquainted with the programming language such as C, Perl or Visual Basic 
in order to apply CGI to home pages. 
3) We introduced the report submitting system using Web server last year at our college. Its cost was 
about $34,000. 
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One way to resolve the difficulty is to use the application software that is available on the 
market and has sufficient capability to build the system. One solution is File Maker Pro 
version 4.1.4) This software is not only designed for processing the relational data-base but 
also can show its data on the Web. 
Though we are not experts at programming, File Maker enables us to create a practical 
application software without difficulty since File Maker has Web server function and 
includes the necessary tags to make interactive home pages. But it may be necessary to 
understand the basic theory of the relational data-base and the elementary knowledge of 
HTML5) and CDML tag.6) 
The second policy means that SSCA does not require a special Web server machine and 
laborious maintenance work. Since File Maker works on Windows NT, 95/98 or MacOS, it 
is sufficient to prepare a computer which is not so expensive and has enough capability to 
run SSCA. Currently, UNIX machine is popular as Web server. UNIX system is expensive 
and we must have technical knowledge of UNIX and the network system to run and 
maintain UNIX server. As the operation of Web server in File Maker is friendly, we can 
show the data in the server on the network easily without laborious maintenance work. This 
means that costs after installation of the system is low. 
The third policy means that we should construct the data of the system based on the idea 
of the relational data-base. The basic concept of the data-base in SSCA is depicted in 
Figure 1. 
AnswerAI 
AnswerA2 
Answer An 
Answer BI 
Answer B2 
Answer Bn 
Answer Sheet: X 
Answer Xl 
AnswerX2 
Answer Xn 
Figure 1: The Basic Concept of the Data-Base in SSCA 
4) File Maker Pro version 4.1 ( we call it "File Maker" thereafter) is the trademark of File Maker 
Corporation. File Maker has Windows and MacOS version. We can utilize the date of this software 
on Windows and MacOS without change. 
S) HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) is a computer language to show the data in the Web server on 
the Web browser. 
6) CDML (Claris Dynamic Markup Language) tag is a kind of CGI and exchange information between 
File Maker and Web browser. As I don't explain CDML tag in detail here, refer to File Maker's 
manual regarding the use of CDML tag. 
The "Common Data-Base" includes the necessary parameters of process-costing 
problems and the results derived from these parameters. We have to create one "Common 
Data-Base" record to one exercise. "Answer Sheet" in the above figure are separate data-
base files and the number of the files depends on the number of the requirements in the 
exercise. Students enter their answers to "Answer Sheet" data-base via Web browser. 
There are three advantages inherent to adoption of the relational data-base system. 
• We can provide students with various forms of exercises. 
• We can grasp the students' understanding of the exercises. 
• We can analyze the interrelationship between the frequency in students' use of the 
SSCA and their scores. 
The first advantage promotes students' understanding of cost accounting calculation 
because they can try an abundant variety of exercises. The second advantage suggests the 
possibility that some weakness of students will be clarified by analyzing the data-base files 
in which students' answers are recorded. This encourages us to improve our method of 
teaching. The third advantage says that we can measure the effectiveness of the proposed 
system statistically. Some positive results from the analysis may induce me to improve the 
system continuously. 
The fourth policy requires that the work drawing up exercises on the system is simple 
and easy. When we make an exercise and calculate its answers, it is time consuming to use 
a pocket calculator. 7) The self-study system here is designed to save time in making 
exercises. Namely, the solutions for exercises are automatically calculated if you input the 
necessary parameters into "Common Data-Base." 
2.2 System Configuration 
The following environment, hardware, and software are required to run our system. 
• TCP/IP network8) 
• Personal Computer (Its OS is Windows NT, 95/98 or MacOS) 
• File Maker Pro version 4.1 
• Home Page Editor 
As TCP/IP is the standard network protocol, this protocol is available to you easily if 
your university or college already has LAN on your campus and there are a few connectors 
of 1 OBASE-T or 1 OOBASE-T at your office.9) Technically, it is necessary to assign unique 
7) The spreadsheet software is useful tool for making cost accounting exercises and management 
accounting. See Aoki[1998] and Aoki[1999] as to the utilization of the spreadsheet in the education of 
cost accounting and management accounting. 
8) TCP!IP (Transmission Control Protocol! Internet Protocol) is the standard Internet protocol. Many 
university and firms are adopting this protocol in their LAN now. 
9) 10BASE-T and 100BASE-T are the specification of transmission in Ethernet. The transfer rate of 
these are 10Mbps and 100Mbps, respectively. 
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IP address lO) to the server machine. If IP address is assigned by DHCpll) server in your 
LAN, it is difficult to utilize SSCA. 
The personal computers, which are now on sale on the market, have enough capability to 
run the self-study system. We can also use an old machine, which were sold two or three 
years ago, as the server unless more then 10 students access the server at the same time. It 
may be necessary to install Ether card in some cases. File Maker's version should be 4.0, 
4.1, or later. Though home page editor is not indispensable, it reduces time of editing home 
pages. I recommend acquring some home page software. 
If your university or college already has LAN, you can introduce the self-study system at 
about $1,000. If a computer, which has enough capability to run the system, is available to 
you, it is possible to provide students with self-study system at about $200. Therefore, it is 
worth while putting this system to trial in terms of cost. 
3 The Structure of the Data-Base: Process-Costing 
In this section, I will exemplify the structure of the data-base by single process-costing. It 
is relatively easy to extend the idea described here to continuous process costing or 
continuous process lot costing. It is possible to apply this idea to job order costing if we 
change the definition of "Common Data-Base." 
"Common Data-Base (ProcessOl.fmj)" has a function of computing the results from 
parameters. This function is illustrated by Figure 2. 
Parameters 
Work in Process. beginning Current Period Finished Goods 
Units Units Units 
Degree of Completion Direct Material Costs 
Di.- Material Costs Conversion Costs 
Conversion Costs 
Results 
Work in Process. ending 
Direct Malenal Costs 
Conversion Costs 
1 
Finished Goods 
Direct Malerial Costs 
e onverston Costs 
Work in Process. ending 
Units 
Degree of Completion 
Direct Material Costs 
Conversion Costs 
Figure 2: The function of ProcessO 1.fmj 
The field definition of ProcessOl.fmj is summarized in Table 1. You may find that there 
are thirty-five fields to be defined in ProcessO l.fmj. 
10) IP (Internet Protocol) address is the address assigned to the computer connected to Internet. 
11) IP address is usually unique to the machine. But it is possible to assign IP address by 
DHCP(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server. As DHCP server assigns IP address to a 
computer when a computer starts on, IP address assigned to a computer is dynamic. 
No. Contents Name of Fields Type 
1 The Number of Problem Num Number 
2 Modified Date Date Date 
3 Units:Work in Process,beginning B_WIP_Vol Number 
4 Degree of Completion: Work in Process, beginning: Direct B_WIP _Comp_Mat Number 
Material 
5 Degree of Completion: Work in Process, beginning: Conver- B_ WIP _Comp_Conv Number 
sion 
6 Work in Process, beginning: Direct Material Costs B_ WIP _CosLMat Number 
7 Work in Process, beginning: Conversion Costs B_WIP _CosLConv Number 
8 Units: Started during Current Period C_Vol Number 
9 Direct Material Costs Added in Current Period C_Cost_Mat Number 
10 Conversion Costs Added in Current Period C_CosLConv Number 
11 Units: Finished Goods FG_VOL Number 
12 Direct Material Costs of Finished Goods: Weighted Average FG _CosLMaLA ve Calculation 
Method 
13 Direct Material Costs of Finished Goods: FIFO FG_CosLMat-Fifo Calculation 
14 Direct Material Costs of Finished Goods: LIFO FG _CosLMaLLifo Calculation 
15 Conversion Costs of Finished Goods: Weighted Average FG _Cost _Cony -A ve Calculation 
Method 
16 Conversion Costs of Finished Goods: FIFO FG _CosLConv _Fifo Calculation 
17 Conversion Costs of Finished Goods: LIFO FG _CosLConv _Lifo Calculation 
18 Costs of Finished Goods: Weighted Average Method FG _Cost-A ve Calculation 
19 Costs of Finished Goods: FIFO FG_CosLFifo Calculation 
20 Costs of Finished Goods: LIFO FG_CosLLifo Calculation 
21 Units: Work in Process, ending E_WIP_Vol Calculation 
22 Degree of Completion: Work in Process, ending: Direct Ma- E_ WIP _Comp_Mat Number 
terial 
23 Degree of Completion: Work in Process, ending:Conversion E_ WIP _Comp_Conv Number 
24 Direct Material Costs of Work in Process: Weighted Average E_WIP _Cost_Mat-Ave Calculation 
Method 
25 Direct Material Costs of Work in Process: FIFO E_WIP _CosLMat-Fifo Calculation 
26 Direct Material Costs of Work in Process: LIFO E_WIP _CosLMat-Lifo Calculation 
27 Conversion Costs of Work in Process: Weighted Average E_ WIP _CosLConv -A ve Calculation 
Method 
28 Conversion Costs of Work in Process: FIFO E_ WIP _CosLConv -Fifo Calculation 
29 Conversion Costs of Work in Process: LIFO E_ WIP _CosLConv _Lifo Calculation 
30 Costs of Work in Process: Weighted Average Method E_WIP_Cost...Ave Calculation 
31 Costs of Work in Process: FIFO E_ WIP _Cost-Fifo Calculation 
32 Costs of Work in Process: LIFO E_ WIP _Cost-Lifo Calculation 
33 Unit Costs of Work in Process: Weighted Average Method U Cost-Ave Calculation 
34 Unit Costs of Work in Process: FIFO U_CosLFifo Calculation 
35 Unit Costs of Work in Process: LIFO U _Cost-Lifo Calculation 
Table I: The definition of the fields in ProcessO 1.fmj 
There are three types of fields in ProcessOl.fmj. The first type is "Date." This field, 
which is not necessary in computation, is used to record the date which an exercise was 
created or modified. As date is recorded automatically, it is not necessary to input data into 
this field by ourselves. 12) 
The second type of field is "Number." These fields correspond to "Parameters" in Figure 
2. When we make an exercise on ProcessOl.fmj, what should be done is inputting data into 
Number type fields but there are some exceptions. For example, the field "E_ WIP _ Vol" 
must be "Number" type because this fields is a parameter. But, this field is defined as 
"Calculation" type to reduce careless mistakes. Serial number is inputted into the field 
"Num" automatically and the default value of the field "B_ WIP _Com_Mat" is I. 
The third type of field is "Calculation." The relevant formulas are inputted to these fields 
12) See File Maker's manual as to the setting of automatic data input. 
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and the results will appear on the fields as soon as the data are inputted to the "Number" 
type fields. The "Calculation" type fields corresponds to "Results" in Figure 2. See 
Appendix 1 regarding the formulas of the "Calculation" type fields. 
There are three major inventory valuation methods, i.e., Weighted average, First in first 
out(FIFO), and Last in first out(LIFO). We present students with two kinds of requirements 
for each inventory valuation method in this example. Namely, one is calculating cost of 
work in process and the other is calculating cost of finished good. From the above, as the 
number of requirements are six, six data-base files, which correspond to the answer sheet, 
have to be prepared here. The relationship between data-base files and requirements are 
summarized in Table 213). 
Calculation: Work in Process, ending Calculation: Finished Goods 
Weighted Average Process A yeO 1. fmj ProcessA ve02 .fmj 
FIFO ProcessFifoO 1. fmj ProcessFifo02.fmj 
FIFO ProcessLifo01.fmj ProcessLifo02.fmj 
Table 2: Data-Bases Corresponding to Answer Sheets 
These six data-bases are set relations to Process01.fmj as the key fields "Num."14) This 
means that the same problem number is in the key fields. As we can regard the 
combination of Process.fmj and one of six data-base as one data-base file, it is possible to 
refer to Process01.fmj from "Answer Sheet" data-bases. Owing to the adoption of 
relational data-base, it is easy to add the necessary "Answer Sheet."15) The relationship 
between Process01.fmj and these six data-base files is denoted by Figure 3. Process01.fmj 
and other six data-bases in Figure 3 correspond to "Common Data-Base" and "Answer 
Sheet" in Figure 1, respectively. 
N~~~~?i ____ +-__ ~ 
ProcessAveO I.finj 
_--.---"um 
ProcessLi fo02. fin j 
Num 
ProcessLifoO I.finj 
Figure 3: The relationship between ProcessOl.fmj and Six Data-Bases 
13) For example, ProcessFifo02.fmj corresponds to the requirement calculating cost of finished good by 
FIFO. The same interpretation is true of other data-base files. 
14) I do not explain how to set relation between data-base files here. See File Maker's manual in detail. 
15) For example, if we add a requirement to the existing exercise, it is enough to create a data-base file 
and relate this file to "Common Data-Base." 
I will explain the definition of the fields in these six data-bases by ProcessAveOl.fmj and 
ProcessAve02.fmj. The definition of the fields in ProcessAveOl.fmj and ProcessAve02.fmj 
is summarized by Table 3 and Table 4. 16) 
No. Contents Fields Type 
1 Problem Number Num Number 
2 Student ID SJD Text 
3 Answer: Direct Material Costs of Work in Process, Ans_ WIP -.Mat Number 
ending 
4 Answer: Conversion Costs of Work in Process, end- Ans_ WIP _Conv Number 
ing 
5 Answer: Costs of Work in Process, ending Ans_WIP Number 
6 Answer Check: Direct Material Costs of Work in Ans_ WIP _Mat-Check Calculation 
Process, ending 
7 Answer Check: Conversion Costs of Work in Pro- Ans_ WIP _Conv _Check Calculation 
cess, ending 
8 Answer Check: Costs of Work in Process, ending Ans_ WIP _Check Calculation 
9 Time Time Time 
10 Date Date Date 
Table 3: Field Definition of ProcessAve01.fmj 
No. Contents Fields Type 
1 Problem Number Num Number 
2 Student ID SJD Text 
3 Answer: Direct Material Costs of Finished Goods Ans_FG_Mat Number 
4 Answer: Conversion Costs of Finished Goods Ans-FG_Conv Number 
5 Answer: Costs of Finished Goods Ans_FG Number 
6 Answer: Vnit Cost of Finished Goods Ans_V_Cost Number 
7 Answer Check: Direct Material Costs of Finished Ans-FG_Mat_Check Calculation 
Goods 
8 Answer Check: Conversion Costs of Finished Ans_FG _Conv _Check Calculation 
Goods 
9 Answer Check: Costs of Finished Goods Ans_FG_Check Calculation 
Table 4: Field Definition of ProcessAve02.fmj 
Students input data to the fields whose type is "Number." Namely, they enter the problem 
number they selected into the field "Num" and the answers of the requirement into the 
fields "Ans_ *" (No.3, 4, and 5 in Table 3 and No.3, 4, 5, and 6 in Table 4). 
The fields "Ans_* _Check" (No.6, 7, and 8 in Table 3, and No.7, 8,9, and 10 in Table 4) 
are the fields to check whether the students answers are right or wrong. The operation to 
evaluate students' answer are defined by the formulas in the fields. 17) 
Date and time when students solved the exercise are inputted into the fields "Date" and 
"Time." Though these fields do not have a relation to the computation directly, it is 
16) The field definition of ProcessFifo01(2).fmj and ProcessLifo01(2).fmj are the same as that of 
ProcessAve01 (2).fmj except "Answer Check" fields. "Answer Check" fields of ProcessAve01 (2).fmj, 
ProcessFifo01 (2).fmj, and ProcessLifo01 (2).fmj refer to the different fields in Process01.fmj. See 
Appendix 2 in which the formulas in "Answer Check" fields of six data-bases are summarized. 
17) The formulas in these fields are summarized in Appendix 2. 
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necessary to identify several answer sheets which were submitted to meet one requirement 
by one student. 
4 The Operation of the System 
The flow of the operation in our system is: 
• Step l: Making the common data-bases. 
• Step 2: Making home pages. 
• Step 3: Opening the data-bases on the Web. 
In Step l, we create some exercises by entering the necessary parameters to 
Process01.fmj, which is a common data-base file. The data input windows is described in 
Figure 4. 
Problem Edit 
Modified Date: 99.5.25 Problml. No.: 10 
Work ill Pmtel" beginning 
Unils: 
De~e of C~Ietian: 
Dnct MmriU: 100.00% 
Convmion: 
Coru: 
Dnct MmriU: $ 
Convmion: $ 
Current Period: 
Unils: 
Coru: 
Dnct lkmal.: $ 
Convmion: $ 
FiDished Goods: 
Unils: 
Answer (COIW: Work in Pmcels, endiDg) 
WeighRd Average FIFO 
Dnct MmriU: $ 
Convmion: $ 
ToW.: $ 
? Dnct MmriU: $ 
Convmion: $ 
ToW.: $ 
Answer (COIW: Finished Goods) 
WeighRd Average FIFO 
Dnct MmriU: $ 
Convmion: $ 
ToW.: $ 
Utit Cost: $ 
Dnct MmriU: $ 
Canversion: $ 
ToW.: $ 
Utit Cost: $ 
? 
Work in Pmtel', ending 
Unils: 
De~e of C~lmarL: 
Dnct lkmal.: 100.00% 
Canversion: 
LIFO 
Dnct MmriU: $ 
Convmion: $ 
ToW.: $ 
LIFO 
Dnct MmriU: $ 
Convmion: $ 
ToW.: $ 
Utit Cost: $ 
? 
Figure 4: Data Input Window 1 
After we input the necessary data, the window changes. 
Problem Edit 
Modifj.,d Dot>: 99.4.6 Problm> No.: 10 
Work in Procesl, beginning Cment Period: Work in Procell, ending 
UUts: 1,000 UU!s: 3,000 UU!s: 800 
D.g.. at Cowplman: Corts: D.g.. at Cowplotion.: 
Dimt Motmal: 100.00% 
Canwrsion.: 40.00% 
Dina Motmal: :$ 600,000 Dina Motmal: 100.00% 
Canwrsion.: 60.00% Canwrsion.: :$ 720,000 
Corts: Finished Goods: 
Dina Motmal::$ 180,000 1fuits: 3,200 
Canwrsion.: :$ 90,000 
Answer (Colis: Work in Procels, ending) 
Weigh1ed Average FIFO 
Dina Motmal::$ 156,000 Dina Motmal::$ 160,000 
Canwrsion.: :I> 105,652 Canwrsion.::$ 105,366 
Total::I> 261,652 Total::I> 265,366 
Answer (Colis: Finished Goods) 
Weigh1ed Average FIFO 
Dina Motmal::$ 624,000 Dina Motmal::$ 620,000 
C<XI'M![l:ion.: :$ 704,348 Conwr<ion.::$ 704,634 
Total: :$ 1,328,348 Total: :$ 1,324,634 
tkIit Cost::I> 415.11 tkIit Cost: :$ 413.95 
LIFO 
Dina Motmal::I> 144,000 
Canwrsion.: :I> 107,561 
Total::$ 251,561 
LIFO 
Dina Motmal::$ 636,000 
Canwrsi<m: :$ 702,439 
Total: :$ 1,338,439 
tkIit Cost: :$ 418.26 
Figure 5: Data Input Window 2 
See the answer column at Figure 5, and you will find the cost of work in process and 
finished goods. 
Next, I will explain Step 2. We have to make some home pages in which users browse 
File Maker's data on the Web. As it is not the intention of this article to describe the 
procedures to create a home page in detail, I omit these procedures. Instead, I show the 
configuration of system's home pages and explain the functions of each page referring to 
the windows. 18) The configuration of home pages in the SSCA is described by Figure 6. 19) 
~ __ .... " ~ Answer CheCk) 
Figure 6: The Configuration of Home Pages 
18) The files and their functions of our system are summarized in Appendix 3. 
19) It is necessary to insert CDML tag into the source files of the home page in order to build the home 
page in which users can browse the data. We use CDML tag in the second and third page in figure 
6. See Appendix 4 as to the parameters of CDML tag in these pages. 
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Students select the types of process costing in "Menu" page. We have two types of 
problems in our system.20) 
Menu 
Now "Prooess Costing: AdvaoC\ld" is undlr ~0fI. Please Wait. 
I will add other types of exen:ises soon. 
Figure 7: Menu Page 
If you click the button "Process Costing: Elementary," "Problem Selection" page will 
appear on the display. This page is depicted by Figure 8. 
There axe 10 problems. Select the number 1-10, please. 
Problem. HlIDlberr-
0Please input "Problem Number" ,and push the but1Dn. 
Figure 8: Problem Selection Page 
The number of problems available to students is shown on this page. Students select the 
problem number here (Suppose that No.IO problem is selected.), After they enter the 
number in the blank and click the button "Selection," "Problem Display" page will appear. 
This page is described in Figure 9. 
20) Now, "Process Costing: Elementary" is available and "Process Costing: Advanced" is under 
construction. 
Problem H1IDlber: 10 
Mo4ifie4 Daa:99.4.6 
Work in Process, beginBing: 
'ullils [D~g;..e.;c co":ploi~n, Dirtet ~~ria1 [Degree ofCom.plot;';n, Co:o.""",ion 'Dirtet Malen.J. CostsCOJl""rs;;':o.C~sts 
0,4 $180000 $90000 
CureBt PeIiod: 
UBlls IDiroet Malen.J. Costs :Con""rsio:o. Costs 
'3000 !$60()OOO $720000 
... ~.~ •.•.. ~.-~.. .-.~.'-"'~ 
PiBisbed Goods: 
UBlls 
3200 
Work in Process, eliding: 
'u;;;t; fD.g;:.;;·~i·c-;;":;~;;;;:D;;;~i&t~;;WiD;g.;;of c~":pJ;ti,;;: c~;,;;,;;;~ 
800 i 0,6 
Refertng the above dala, Arurwer the following requirements. 
ReqlliIemeBts 
1. Gompu~ the cost of Work in Process (ending) wing Weigh~d Average Method. 
2. Gompu~ the cost of Finished Goods wing Weigh~d Average Method. 
3. Gompu~ the cost of Work in Process (ending) wing FIFO Method. 
4. Gompu~ the cost of Finished Goods wing FIFO Method .. 
5. Gompu~ the cost of Work in Process (ending) wing LIFO Method. 
6. Gompu~ the cost of Finished Goods wing LIFO Method, 
TIle Proc::ed lIRS of Datil IBPllt. 
1. Galcula~ the 8ll3ver on YOUI no~ book. 
2. Glick tile Requirement you have solved. 
3. New vindov Vill appeax on your display. Input Problem Number, your students ID, and tile 8ll3ver. 
Figure 9: Problem Display Page 
The details of the problem are shown on "Problem Display" page. There are SIX 
requirements in this page, which correspond to three inventory valuation methods and the 
costs to be calculated. Students select one of the requirements. Suppose that requirement 2 
is selected here. 
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"Input Answer" page is described by Figure 10. 
Student ID:I Input your Student ID. 
Problem No.:r-- Input Problem No. you have selec~d. 
Plliahed Goods: 
• DiRet Ma1erial CosllI:1 
,--.!....---
• Conftuion Coslll:1 
• TowcosllI:1 
,..-!----
• UBit Cost:1 
Caution: 
• Round your answers (Direct Ma~rial Costs, Coversion Costs, and To1al Costs) off to in1eger! 
• Round your answers (Unit Costs) off to two decimal places! 
• Fill in the above blanks, and click "Check Answer" button. 
• Check your answers again. You cannot cancel your answers af1er you have clicked "Check Answer" 
button. 
Figure 10: Input Answer Page 
Students input their answer into the blanks on this page. After they fill out the blanks, 
they click the button "Check Answer" and "Answer Check" Page will appear on the 
display. 
Problem Number:l0 
StudentlD: 0001 Modified Da1e: 99.7.27 
Answer Cheek 
[YO11/' Answer' Righl or Vrollg 
fD';;;t"M;i~;;}'cost;-OfF~hdvG'~~A~ r'6240oi-- A~ "Right!TGood~~~~ 
·Collversioll Costs of FiIlisho.tG~ods I 704348 Right!! Good. 
Com of FiIlishod Goods " .. ,' 1"1328347' 'wrong!! TtY Again. 
Unit Cost 
Caution 
• If your answer is vrong, try tbis problem again. Back to the prevlous page using brower's "Back" button . 
• Close tbis vindovusing your web browser's button. 
Figure 11: Answer Check Page 
Students can immediately verify whether their answers are right or wrong on this page. If 
their answers are wrong, they return to the previous page and try the requirement again. If 
they want to try another problem, they should return to return "Menu" page and select the 
new problem. 
Finally, I will explain Step 3. The following procedures are necessary to open the data-
bases on Internet. 
• Start "Web Companion." 
• Set the data-base files as the common files which are accessible to any users. 
• Register "Menu" page as the default page. 
As it is easy to set up these procedures, see File Maker's manual regarding how to set up. 
After we finished setting up the data-bases, we can open the data-bases on Internet. 
It is necessary to inform the students about the server's IP address. If you don't know IP 
address of your machine, ask the administrator of the network and you can know it. 21) 
Students can access your server by entering IP address on the Web browser. For example, 
if your machine's IP address is 127.0.0.1, it is enough for students to enter http://127.0.0.1I 
as URL into Web browser. 22) 
After we open the system to our students, we should analyze the accumulated data, for 
example, the rate of correct answers, the relationship between students' frequency of the 
system utilization and their score, and so on. But this system is now under development 
and I don't have sufficient data to analyze it. Thus, I will discuss this point in another 
article. 
5 Summary and Future of System 
In this article, I have proposed the self-study system of cost accounting, which is developed 
using the familiar relational data-base software and is available on TCP/IP network. The 
advantages of this system are summarized as: 
• The system is easy to develop and maintain. 
• The system has flexible data structure and is easy to extend. 
• The cost of the system is low. 
As mentioned above, it is not necessary to have extensive knowledge about HTML, CGI, 
and relational data-base in order to develop the system proposed here. Since I have already 
developed the basic modules (data-base files and source files of home pages) for SSCA of 
process costing, which are available to anyone,23) you can start this system at once if you 
get these modules. It may be relatively easy to tailor the self-study system to meet your 
requirements if you have basic knowledge of HTML and relational data-base. 
21) If the server machine's as is Windows NT/95,98, you can check easily your IP address of your 
computer by opening "Network" in Control Panels. If the server machine's as is MacOS, you can 
find IP address assigned to your computer by "TCP/IP" in Control Panels. 
22) When the computers in your LAN are controlled by DNS(Domain Name System) server, it is 
possible to use machine's name instead of IP address. 
23) If you are interested in my system, data-bases, and source files of home pages, please send me e-
mail. My e-mail addressisaoki@nebuta.ac.jp. I will give you necessary information to build this 
system. 
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When we start and run Web server, it is usually required that we should acquaint 
ourselves with the network and the maintenance of the server. Because File Maker has the 
function of a Web server in itself, it is possible to run Web server system without special 
knowledge of the network and the server. Also it will reduce our maintenance work. 
We can easily design the necessary forms of the answer sheets and add these sheets to the 
system since we construct the data using the idea of the relational data-base. It is relatively 
easy to modify data-base files and home page source files of SSCA because I use only 
basic and simple techniques. Additionally, as we can accumulate the answers submitted by 
students, this system also has a function of a report management system. It suggests that 
self-study system may have another possiblity. 
The self-study system does not require special hardware. Thus, we can introduce the 
system with low costs. If an existing machine is available to you, you can start the system 
by installing the software and other necessary data files. As described above, the self-study 
system does not require special maintenance work, the maintenance cost of this system is 
low. 
This system is now under development. I have not verified the effectiveness of the 
system in terms of the educational standpoint yet. I will have to focus on this point in the 
future. As each data-base corresponds to each requirement and one answer sheet submitted 
by a students is accumulated as a record in the data-base, we can analyze collected data in 
terms of problem, requirement, students, and so on. I am now planning to use this system in 
my lecture and check students' understanding of the lecture. 
Finally, I will discuss problems to be resolved in the future. 
• Improving the user interface of the system. 
• Devising an automatic way of collecting data for analysis. 
• Adding a function importing external data to the system. 
• Security function. 
As the system is under development, I have not contemplated the user interface of the 
system sifficiently. Improvement is necessary after hearing the opinions of the users. 
The data entered by students are accumulated in data-base automatically. The number of 
records will likely be large. For example, when one hundred students solve ten problems 
whose number of the requirement is six, the resulting number of records becomes 6,000. It 
is clearly laborious work to analyze these data using File Maker's commands. Therefore, 
we have to make some macro commands to classify and analyze the data. 
When we define the fields of common data-base, the most laborious work is inputting 
formulas into the fields. If we can replace this work with a spreadsheet, it is possible to 
reduce time and effort for defining the fields and making exercises. It is necessary to add 
some routines for importing external data (e.g., Excel's or Lotus 1-2-3 data) to our 
system.24) 
As I have developed this system opening to LAN of my college, I did not conceive of 
data security at all. It may be necessary to set password in order to protect data if many 
students will access this system at random. 
Though I have proposed this system as the self-studying tool for cost accounting, it is 
clear that this system is also applicable to other subject, e.g., management accounting, 
statistics, and so on. 
Recently, software technology is making remarkable progress. Though it used to be very 
difficult to make the application proposed here without expert knowledge of the network 
and programming, we, accounting researchers, can now make a practical application by 
virtue of the remarkable progress in software technology. Considering the fact that many 
students can use Web browser at will, the self-study system proposed here is valuable and 
has great potential from an educational standpoint. 
Received: February 24, 2000 
24) Excel and Lotus 1-2-3 are the most popular spreadsheet software world wide. 
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Appendix 
A.1 The formulas in Process01.fmj 
No. Field Formula 
12 FG_Cost_MaLA ve B_ WIP _CosLMat+C_Cost..Mat -E_ WIP _Cost..Mat_Ave 
13 FG_CosLMat..Fifo B_WIP _CosLMat+C_CosLMat-E_WIP _Cost..MaLFifo 
14 FG_CosLMat..Lifo B_ WIP _Cost_Mat+C_Cost..Mat-E_WIP _Cost..MaLLifo 
15 FG_CosLConv -A ve B_ WIP _CosLConv+C_CosLConv-E_WIP _CosLConv -A ve 
16 FG_CosLConv _Fifo B_ WIP _CosLConv+C_CosLConv-E_WIP _CosLConv ..Fifo 
17 FG_CosLConv _Lifo B_WIP _CosLConv+C_CosLConv-E_WIP _CosLConv ..Lifo 
18 FG_CosLAve FG _Cost..MaLA ve+ FG _CosLConv _A ve 
19 FG_CosLFifo FG _Cost..MaLFifo+ FG _CosLConv ..Fifo 
20 FG_CosLLifo FG_Cost_Mat_Lifo+FG_Cost_Conv _Lifo 
21 E_WIP_Vol B_WIP _Vol+C_Vol-FG_VOL 
24 E_WIP _Cost_Mat-Ave (B_WIP _CosLMat+C_CosLMat)*E_WIP _Vol * E-WIP 
_Comp_Mat/(FG_VOL+E-WIP_Vol*E_WIP_Comp_Mat) 
25 E_WIP _CosLMat..Fifo C_CosLMat*E_WIP_Vol*E_WIP_Comp_Mat/(FG_VOL-
B_WIP _Vol*B_WIP _Comp_Mat+E-WIP _Vol*E_WIP 
_Comp_Mat) 
26 E_WIP _CosLMat_Lifo Case(B_WIP _Vol*B_WIP _Comp_Mat>=E_WIP _Vol * 
E_ WIP _Comp_Mat, B_ WIP _CosLMat *E_ WIP _Vol *E_ WIP 
_Comp_Mat / (B_ WIP _ Vol*B_ WIP _Comp_Mat) ,B_ WIP 
_CosLMat+C_CosLMat*(E_WIP_Vol*E_WIP_Comp_Mat 
-B_WIP_Vol*B_WIP_Comp_Mat)/(FG_VOL-B_WIP_Vol 
*B_WIP _Comp_Mat+E-WIP _Vol*E-WIP _Comp_Mat» 
27 E_WIP _Cost_Conv-Ave (B_WIP _CosLConv+C_CosLConv)*E_WIP _Vol*E_WIP 
_Comp_Conv / (FG_ VOL+ E_ WIP _ Vol*E_ WIP _Comp_Conv) 
28 E_WIP _CosLConv..Fifo C_CosLConv*E_ WIP _Vol *E_ WIP _Comp_Conv / (FG _VOL 
-B_WIP _Vol*B_WIP _Comp_Conv+E_WIP _Vol*E_WIP 
_Comp_Conv) 
29 E_WIP _CosLConv ..Lifo Case(B_WIP _Vol*B_WIP _Comp_Conv>=E_WIP _Vol * 
E_ WIP _Comp_Conv ,B_WIP _Cost_Conv*E_ WIP _Vol * 
E-WIP _Comp_Conv / (B_WIP _Vol*B_WIP _Comp_Conv), 
B_WIP_CosLConv+C_CosLConv*(E_WIP_Vol*E_WIP 
_Comp_Conv-B_WIP _Vol*B_WIP _Comp_Conv)/ (FG_VOL 
-B_WIP _Vol*B_WIP _Comp_Conv+E-WIP _Vol 
30 E_ WIP _Cost-A ve E_ WIP _CosLMaLA ve+ E_ WIP _CosLConv -A ve 
31 E_ WIP _CostYifo E_ WIP _CosLMaLFifo+ E_ WIP _Cost_Cony ..Fifo 
32 E_WIP _Cost..Lifo E_ WIP _CosLMaLLifo+ E_ WIP _CosLConv _Lifo 
33 U _Cost-A ve FG_Cost-Ave/FG_VOL 
34 U _Cost..Fifo FG_Cost..Fifo/FG_VOL 
35 U _Cost..Lifo FG_Cost..Lifo/FG_VOL 
Table 5: The formulas in ProcessOl.fmj 
Explanation of Table 
• "No." in the above table corresponds to Table 1. 
• We have to compare the equivalent units of work in process beginning and ending in 
the computation of LIFO. File Maker's build-in function CaseO is used to deal with 
this comparison. See File Maker's manual about CaseO. 
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A.2 The formulas Answer Sheet Data-Base 
A.2.1 The Formulas in ProcessAvwOl.fmj 
No. Field Formula 
6 Ans_WIP _Mat-Check Case(Ans_WIP_Mat=Round(ProcessOl::E_WIP_Cost 
_Mat-Ave, 0), "Right!! Good.", "Wrong!!") 
7 Ans_ WIP _Cony _Check Case(Ans_WIP _Conv=Round(ProcessOl::E_WIP _Cost 
_Conv..Ave, 0), "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!") 
8 Ans_WIP _Check Case(Ans_WIP=Round(ProcessOl::E_WIP_Cost..Ave,O), 
"Right!! Good.", "Wrong!!") 
Table 6: The Formulas in ProcessAvwOl.fmj 
A.2.2 The Formulas in ProcessAvw02.fmj 
No. Field Formula 
7 Ans_FG _Mat-Check Case(Ans..FG_Mat=Round(ProcessOl::FG_Cost-Mat..Ave, 
0), "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!") 
8 Ans_FG _Cony _Check Case( Ans..FG _Conv=Round (ProcessO 1: :FG _Cost_Cony ..Ave, 
0), "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!") 
9 Ans..FG_Check Case( Ans_U _Cost=Round(ProcessOl::U _Cost-A. ve,2), 
"Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!") 
10 Ans_U _Cost-Check Case( Ans_FG=Round(ProcessOl: :FG _Cost..A ve,O), 
" Right!!Good." ,"Wrong!!") 
Table 7: The Formulas in ProcessAvw02.fmj 
A.2.3 The Formulas in ProcessFifoO l.fmj 
No. Field Formula 
6 Ans_WIP _Mat-Check Case(Ans_WIP_Mat=Round(ProcessOl::E_WIP_Cost-Mat 
-Fifo, 0), "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!") 
7 Ans_ WIP _Cony _Check Case( Ans_WIP _Conv=Round(ProcessOl ::E_WIP _Cost 
_Conv..Fifo, 0), "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!") 
8 Ans_WIP _Check Case(Ans_WIP=Round(ProcessOl::E_WIP_Cost..Fifo,O), 
"Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!") 
Table 8: The Formulas in ProcessFifoOl.fmj 
A.2.4 The Formulas in ProcessFifo02.fmj 
No. Field Formula 
7 Ans-FG_MaLCheck Case (Ans-FG _Mat=Round (ProcessOl: :FG _Cost_Mat-Fifo, 
0), "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!") 
8 Ans-FG _Cony _Check Case( Ans-FG _Conv=Round(ProcessOl: :FG _CosLCony ..Fifo, 
0), "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!"} 
9 Ans-FG_Check Case(Ans_U _Cost=Round(Process01:: U _Cost-Fifo,2}, 
"Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!"} 
10 Ans_U _Cost_Check Case(Ans-FG=Round(Process01::FG_Cost-Fifo,0}, 
"Right!!Good." ,"Wrong!!"} 
Table 9: The Formulas in ProcessFifo02.fmj 
A.2.5 The Formulas in ProcessLifoO l.fmj 
No. Field Formula 
6 Ans_WIP _Mat-Check Case(Ans_WIP _Mat=Round(Process01::E_WIP _Cost-Mat 
-Lifo, O}, "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!"} 
7 Ans_ WIP _Cony _Check Case( Ans_ WIP _Cony=Round(Process01: :E_ WIP _Cost 
_Cony-Lifo, O}, "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!"} 
8 Ans_WIP _Check Case(Ans_WIP=Round(Process01::E_WIP_Cost-Lifo,0}, 
"Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!"} 
TablelO: The Formulas in ProcessLifoOl.fmj 
A.2.6 The Formulas in ProcessLifo02.fmj 
No. Field Formula 
7 Ans-FG _Mat_Check Case (Ans_FG _Mat=Round (ProcessOl:: FG _CosLMat --Lifo, 
O), "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!"} 
8 Ans-FG _Cony _Check Case( Ans..FG _Cony=Round(Process01: :FG _CosLConv -Lifo, 
O}, "Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!") 
9 Ans-FG_Check Case(Ans_U _Cost=Round(Process01:: U _Cost-Lifo,2}, 
"Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!"} 
10 Ans_U _CosLCheck Case( Ans-FG=Round(ProcessOl: :FG _Cost-Lifo,O), 
"Right!!Good.", "Wrong!!"} 
Table 11: The Formulas in ProcessLifo02.fmj 
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A.3 The Functions of HTML Files 
No. File Name Function 
1 Start.html Displaying "Menu" 
2 processOl.html Displaying "Problem Selection" 
3 Disp-Prob.html CDML parameter: "Problem Display" 
4 Input-.Ans-.A veOl.html Displaying "Input Answer" for Requirement 1 
5 In put -.Ans_A ve02 .html Displaying "Input Answer" for Requirement 2 
6 Input-.Ans_FifoOl.html Displaying "Input Answer" for Requirement 3 
7 Input-.Ans..Fifo02.html Displaying "Input Answer" for Requirement 4 
8 In pu t -.Ans_LifoOl.html Displaying "Input Answer" for Requirement 5 
9 Input-.Ans_Lifo02.html Displaying "Input Answer" for Requirement 6 
10 Ans_WIP.html CDML parameter: "Answer Check" for Work in Process 
11 Ans..FG.html CDML parameter: "Answer Check" for Finished Good 
12 search_error.htm Error Messages 
Table 12: The Formulas of HTML Files 
A.4 CDML Parameters 
-DB -Lay -Format -Error 
processO 1. html ProcessO l.fmj Display Disp_Prob.html search_error .htm 
Input-.Ans-.AveOl.html ProcessA yeO l.fmj WIP-.Ans Ans_WIP.html search_error .htm 
Input-Ans-A ve02.html ProcessA ve02.fmj FG-Ans Ans..FG.html search_error .htm 
Input _Ans..FifoO l.html ProcessFifoOl.fmj WIP-.Ans Ans_WIP.html search_error .htm 
Input_Ans..Fifo02.html ProcessFifo02.fmj FG_Ans Ans..FG.html search_error .htm 
Input-.Ans..LifoOl.html ProcessLifoOl.fmj WIP-.Ans Ans_WIP.html search_error .htm 
Input -.Ans..Lifo02. html ProcessLifo02.fmj FG_Ans Ans..FG.html search_error .htm 
Table 13: CDML Parameters 
I will explain the meanings of CDML parameters briefly. Refer to File Maker's manual 
in detail. 
• -DB: specifying the data-base files to be referred. 
• -Lay: specifying Layout in which the field to be referred are defined. 
• -Format: specifying the home page to display the result of search. 
• -Error: specifying the home page to give us error messages. 
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